Abstract-The parameter errors of power network can lead significantly deteriorate state estimation results in power system.In this paper, identification of suspicious parameters based on Lagrange multiplier is analyzed firstly. Then, a method of distinguishing the suspicious branch sets is proposed. Finally, the variable step integration algorithm is used to estimate the identified suspicious parameters. The proposed method has been deployed in several provincial power control centers to estimate the identified suspicious parameters. The experimental results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
Then, the variable step integration algorithm is used to estimate the parameters of the suspicious line and the optimal estimation value of the route parameter estimation table is selected as the modified parameter of the suspicious line. At last, the parameter identification and estimation method is applied to a provincial power dispatching center.
II. IDENTIFICATION AND ESTIMATION OF SUSPICIOUS NETWORK BRANCHES

A. Identification of Suspicious Branch Method Based on Lagrange Multiplier
As the most important data module in EMS (energy management system) of power system, redundancy of system usually measured in state estimation, which can eliminate random interference and improve the accuracy of the data [4] , [5] . Firstly, the suspicious branch set should be determined in parameter estimation. Identification of suspicious branch set based on Lagrange multiplier is used in this paper. The parameters estimation problem modeled as follows： 
where,  and  are the equality constraint of the zero injection node and the parameter error of Lagrange multiplier vector. The procedure of doubtful network parameters identification based on Lagrange multiplier are given as follows [6] Research shows that the method mentioned above can achieve good identification results. However, there are some difficulties for practical application. Repeated state and paramete estimation are needed to identify error telemetry and error network parameters, which needs a lot of calculation [7] .
III. SUSPICIOUS PARAMETERS SET DIVISION
The network parameters of power system mainly include the static parameters such as reactance and resistance. It is very hard to get the correct power network parameters and the measurement data in the current power system, so it is of vital importance to identify error parameters or bad measurement data [8] .
The measurement set of the state estimation is divided into the following 3 subsets. 1) Normal measurement set R. The actual state estimation contains the identification of bad data, which can divide the measurement set into normal measurement set R and the suspicious set S.The measurement of set R participate in state estimation, while set S does not. 2) Error remote set E. Set of undesirable telemetry due to the error of measurement information maintenance, communication interference and other reasons. 3) Telemetry set I contains error parameters polluted by other error network parameters. The parameters in set E should not be involved in parameters identification calculation of the measurement; otherwise it may lead to the error of network parameter identification. Parameters in set I should be involved, and it should be the important basis for the identification of network parameters [9] , [10] . When there are mistakes in multiple intensity correlation data at the same time, we think it is the error of power network parameters, which leads to deviations between the results and the state estimates.
The huge additional computational quantity brought by the repeated state estimation can be avoided through this rule process, so that the calculation efficiency of network parameter identification is improved.
A. Estimation of Suspicious Line Parameters
After determination of suspicious branch sets and distinguishing the set I which contains error parameters polluted by other error network parameter, the estimation method of the variable step integral is used to estimate the parameters of each branch of set I [11] , [12] . The parameters of the line are changed gradually by the step changing and the results of the calculation are obtained by using the state estimation calculation. The procedure of variable step integration algorithm for the resistance parameter estimation is given as follows [13] , [14] : 1) Calculation of suspicious line deviation. Firstly, the deviation of the results of the reactive power estimation and the measurement of the suspicious line in the set I should be calculated. The reactive power deviation of uspicious line is as follows.
where, M is absolute value of branch reactive power measurement, Se is absolute value of the reactive state estimation of the branch. The deviation of the branch is:
where, EE  as modified resistance. If the above conditions are not satisfied, then the line should be set as can not be estimated. Reactance can be modified by changing the reactive power parameter to active power in above calculation step. According to the above parameters estimation method, the flow chart of power network parameter estimation algorithm in this paper is shown in Fig. 1 .
IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
The identification method of the suspicious parameters based on the Lagrange multiplier is researched in this paper，moreover, the measurement set is divided. Then the parameters of the suspicious branch sets are generated by variable step integral method according to the result of dividing. Identification and estimation of error parameters in power network is realized in this paper and the basic data quality of scheduling automation is improved. Based on the parameter identification of power network research and practical demand, the example of a provincial electric power system is shown in Table I The results show that the identification method of the power network parameters proposed in this paper can effectively identify the influence to state estimation caused by measurement error and parameters error. The measurement results before network parameter modification and state estimation in a provincial electric power system are shown in TableⅡ.
The estimation iterative process of parameters of Mon Luo I line are shown in TableⅢ. After multiple calculation of parameter estimation iteration of this line, we can get the large error points and average measurement deviation. According to selection criteria of parameter correction, estimate value in the second iteration of Meng Luo I line is the optimal estimate value from Table Ⅱ , which means resistance parameter should be adjusted from 0.3 to 0.025 as the parameter modify value. Table Ⅳ we can see that after network parameter modification, the qualified rate of the power line is significantly improved and the deviation values were significantly decreased. From the results of Table Ⅳ and in  Table Ⅴ we can see, the power network parameter identification and estimation method in this paper is correct and effective. 
V. CONCLUSION
Identification and estimation of doubtful network parameters based on Lagrange multiplier and the variable step integration algorithm is proposed in this paper. Only those parameters of correct measurement are considered in estimation, which avoids the influence of measurement error to the results of estimation. The parameters are changing by variable step integration algorithm, and the optimal value of the parameter estimation table is selected as the correction value of suspicious lines.
Finally, the proposed algorithm is applied in the operation of an actual power system. The results demonstrate the reliability and effectiveness of our algorithm.
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